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Particle physics can provide models with WIMPS, and test it experimentally:

✤ Direct detection
✤ Indirect detection
✤ Collider production
✤ Relic density measurement
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Relic density is measured by WMAP: ΩCDMh2 = 0.1126± 0.0036
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Where the thermally averaged total cross-section is:

Different tools calculating dark matter relic density exists, such as MicrOmegas, 
DarkSUSY and SuperIso Relic.
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mixings)
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Feynman Rules
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Our DM candidate: the MSSM neutralino



Neutralino annihilation and 
coannihilation processes
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✤ But coannihilation with a sfermion also contributes when                     :
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✤ Different annihilation processes contributes to the cross-section. For example 
annihilation into fermions:

mχ̃0
1
≈ mf̃

(Possible with stau or stop in cMSSM)



Relic density in the cMSSM

Relic density is a very stringent constraint         need for a high precision calculation

Depending on the spectrum, contributions to the total cross-section will be different, 
leading to different allowed regions:



How to reduce uncertainties: the 
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Experimental uncertainties

Current value:

✤ Combination from different measurements : WMAP (CMB anisotropies), type Ia 
Supernovae, and Baryon Acoustic Oscillations.

✤ Uncertainty of 3%.

✤ Planck will do one order of magnitude better !

✤ To benefit from this, we need to reduce uncertainty of theoretical prediction.

ΩCDMh2 = 0.1126± 0.0036



Theoretical uncertainties

cMSSM parameters :
m0, m1/2, A0, tanβ, sign(μ) 

Spectrum (masses and 
mixings)

Cross section

Relic density

RGE

Boltzman 
Equation

Sources of theoretical uncertainty:

✤ Precision of Renormalization Group Equations

✤ Standard model parameters (esp. top mass)

✤ 3 body final states

✤ Precision of cross section calculation

✤ QCD equation of state (effective d.o.f)

✤ Cosmological model

Feynman 
Rules



Precision of cross section 
calculation

✤ Most of the public codes calculate cross section at tree-level

✤ MicrOmegas also include some effective corrections

✤ However the full one loop corrections are not included, and known to be important:

✤ Electroweak corrections studied by «SLOOPS» collaboration

✤ QCD corrections studied by «DM@NLO» collaboration in some cases
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Only
 QCD h

ere !



A numerical example: neutralino 
annihilation into quarks
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B. Herrman, M. Klasen, K. Kovařík
[Phys. Rev. D 80, 085025 (2009)]

✤ The authors calculated one loop QCD corrections to the neutralino annihilation into 
quarks cross section

✤ They used MicrOmegas to deduce the relic density
✤ Impact of corrections larger than experimental uncertainty 
✤ The favoured region in the parameter space is shifted by ~100 GeV compared to the 

tree-level calculation

Tree-level
Effective one-loop (MicrOmegas)
Full one-loop



The DM@NLO project

Conclusion: QCD loop corrections have to be taken into account!

DM@NLO («Dark Matter At Next to Leading Order») project:

✤ Provide an automatic code to calculate the neutralino annihilation and coannihilation 
cross sections with the full one loop SUSY-QCD corrections.

✤ Can be linked to MicrOmegas to calculate relic density with a better precision.

http://dmnlo.hepforge.org/

http://dmnlo.hepforge.org
http://dmnlo.hepforge.org
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The DM@NLO project

Which Feynman diagrams are relevant for QCD corrections ? The ones which 
contains quarks and/or squarks:

✤ Annihilation of neutralino into quarks
q

q̄χ̃0
1

χ̃0
1

q̃ Done !

See next part of the talk ! q

gq̃

χ̃0
1

q̃ Under work

✤ Coannihilation neutralino squark into quark and vector/higgs boson

q

q̄′χ̃+
1

χ̃0
1

q̃ Under work
✤ Coannihilation neutralino/chargino into quarks



Neutralino-squark coannihilation



Phenomenology of neutralino-
stop coannihilation

✤ Important contribution when                      , i.e. stop has to be light

✤ Easy to achieve because splitting proportional to Yukawa

✤ Possible in the cMSSM for large A0:

✤ Good for baryogenesis

✤ Interesting collider phenomenology
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Phenomenology of neutralino-
stop coannihilation
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✤ Initial particle has color          QCD corrections expected to be large

✤ Was confirmed by first approximations:

✤ We want to calculate the complete corrections

✤ First step: identify all contributing diagrams!
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Figure 3: Relative size of the SUSY-QCD corrections to χ̃0
1t̃1 → W+b (left) and χ̃0

1t̃1 → tg
(right), normalized to the Born cross-sections, respectively. It is assumed that χ̃0

1 = B̃ and
t̃1 = t̃R. The other relevant supersymmetric parameters are fixed to mq̃ = 4 TeV for q̃ "= t̃1,
mg̃ = 2 TeV, and the QCD scale is set to half the center-of-mass energy, µ0 =

√
s/2.

t̃1t̃
∗

1
annihilation: As mentioned above, for small stop masses t̃1t̃∗1 annihilation typically

contributes much less to the total thermally averaged co-annihilation cross-section then χ̃0
1t̃1

annihilation. Nevertheless, there are potentially very large Coulombic gluon corrections that
can be important for the computation of the relic density. These corrections arise from
the exchange of gluons between the stop and anti-stop. Since during the phase of freeze-
out, the stops and anti-stops are slowly moving (Ekin,t̃ ≈ Tfreeze−out % mt̃1), long-range
gluon exchange effects lead to a strong enhancement of the t̃1t̃∗1 annihilation cross-section.
A similar enhancement effect due to QED corrections in χ̃0

1-χ̃
±

1 co-annihilation in the focus
point region has been studied in Ref. [13].

The leading contribution shown in Fig. 5 (a) leads to a correction

σcoul =
2αsπ

3v
σBorn, (6)

where v is the relative velocity between the t̃1 and t̃∗1. The divergence for v → 0 is the
well-known Coulomb singularity. In the case of dark matter annihilation, the Coulomb
singularity is naturally cut off by the finite temperature in the early universe. Nevertheless,
v is typically of the same order as αs, so that higher-order effects need to be included. The
exchange of n gluons, as in Fig. 5 (b), generates a correction factor ∝ (αs/v)n. These effects
can be systematically resummed within non-relativistic QCD (NRQCD), which is an effective
theory of full QCD valid at low velocities. Within NRQCD, the problem is described by the

4

A. Freitas [Phys. Let. B 652 (2007)]

B̃ t̃R → t g



Tree-level and NLO diagrams



Some challenges

b

W+t̃1
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t g

✤ Implementing thousands of amplitudes requires a general and efficient algorithm

✤ Renormalization scheme to be defined carefully

✤ Dipole substraction method to be generalized for massive colored initial state



✤ Non abelian virtual corrections implemented and (almost) checked

✤ Real emission processes under work

✤ Full one loop coannihilation will  be ready in a few months !

Status of the project

Prelim
inary

 resu
lts



Conclusion and outlook

Conclusion :

✤ Constraints on SUSY models from dark matter relic density is more and more stringent.

✤ Theoretical calculations need to be more and more precise

✤ One possibility is to calculate cross-sections at higher order. The DM@NLO project aims 
at dealing with the QCD corrections.

✤ Neutralino annihilation is implemented, coannihilation under work.

Outlook :

✤ Finish implementation and perform physical analysis

✤ Add corrections to squark annihilation ?

✤ Calculate corrections to (in)direct detection ?

✤ Extend to other models ?


